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Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box DebateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A compelling argument for automotive technologies that speak for the victim, tell the truth, and could save millions of lives
Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box Debate cuts through thirty years of political wrangling and institutional biases to provide an argument for the Motor Vehicle Event Data Recorder (MVEDR). This automotive equivalent...
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Inside Internet Security: What Hackers Don't Want You To KnowAddison Wesley, 2000
This book is a practical guide for anyone designing or administering a corporate  or e-business network that runs across a number of platforms via the Internet.  It will arm systems administrators with a thorough understanding of the problems  of network security and their solutions, and thus help realize the tremendous  potential of e-business....
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Microsoft  Office Outlook  2007 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with Microsoft Office Outlook 2007from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using Office Outlook 2007all in concise, fast-answer format. Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, youll be able to dig in to the...
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Basics of CMOS Cell Design (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Design and Simulate Any Type of CMOS Circuit!
Electronic circuit designers and electronic engineering students can turn to Basics of CMOS Cell Design for a practice-based introduction to the design and simulation of every major type of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) integrated circuit.

You will...
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The Government Machine: A Revolutionary History of the ComputerMIT Press, 2003
Sitting in the reading rooms of the Public Record Office in London, a historian is in the center of a museum of organization. Copies of the catalogue to the museum fill several walls (although these are now complemented by online versions). The catalogue lists are dominated by references to objects of one kind: the file. The file has in its...
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Inside Dynamic Html (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1997
For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers,...
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Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks: Trends, Challenges and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A unique treatment of digital video distribution technology in a business context, Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks explores a range of diverse topics within the field through a combination of theory and practice to provide the best possible insight and exposure. The theoretical...
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Statistical Bioinformatics: with RAcademic Press, 2010

	Bioinformatics is an emerging field in which statistical and computational techniques
	are used extensively to analyze and interpret biological data obtained
	from high-throughput genomic technologies. Genomic technologies allow us
	to monitor thousands of biological processes going on inside living organisms
	in one snapshot, and are...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundBroadway Books, 2012

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Linux Network Security (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2005
Linux networks are becoming more and more common, but security is often an overlooked issue. Unfortunately, in today’s environment all networks are potential hacker targets, from top-secret military research networks to small home LANs. Linux Network Security focuses on securing Linux in a networked environment, where the security...
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Beginning EJB 3 Application Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
EJB 3.0 has made huge advances in ease of development, and its drastically simplified programming model has been widely acclaimed. Targeted at Java and J2EE developers both with and without prior EJB experience, Beginning EJB 3 Application Development takes readers through the details of the EJB 3.0 architecture, and shows how EJB can...
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The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition is the only book on the market written by the creators of the GMAT exam. Inside you’ll find more than 800 actual GMAT questions from previous tests with answers and detailed explanations. There’s also a grammar review, math review, actual essay topics, sample responses, and...
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